
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ROTHSCHILD SUICIDE       
Posted: July 23,1996  20:17:11
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: MARSHALL KIKER (GEHT19A)

That is something to wonder about - Rothschild means red    
shield BTW. Makes for a very fancy coat of arms.  The lucky 
dogs.                                                       
                                                            
If it were to turn out that it was a suicide it wouldn't be 
the first from fabulous wealth to do such.  Gloria          
Vanderbilt's son jumped to his death from a penthouse       
balcony with her begging him not to.                        
                                                            
I guess when you're born with all the money in the world it 
just doesn't mean what it would to someone who has seen both
sides -                                   Ahhhh, Rosebud -  
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Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ROTHSCHILD SUICIDE       
Posted: July 22,1996  23:42:06
To: MARSHALL KIKER (GEHT19A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

I wonder how come Hard Copy didn't rush off a reporter to   
Paris to interview the maid?                                
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Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ROTHSCHILD SUICIDE       
Posted: July 22,1996  20:02:33
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: MARSHALL KIKER (GEHT19A)

Mastabatory adventure as in auto-erotic asphyxia?  He       
wouldn't be the first unfortunate victim.  And they think   
sex with strangers is risky.                                
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Board: NEWS BB



Subject: ROTHSCHILD SUICIDE       
Posted: July 20,1996  21:52:07
To: STEPHEN LEVINE (MAKB53A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

Stephen,                                                    
                                                            
I, like Jefferson, believe its important to keep society in 
a state of democratic flux.  Stagnation does no-one but the 
status quo any good.  Its just plain dangerous for a culture
to be ruled by a tiny number of inbred families who have as 
sole justification for their power the ability to amass     
wealth faster than wisdom.                                  
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Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ROTHSCHILD SUICIDE       
Posted: July 19,1996  22:04:34
To: M COLLIER (NMKT29A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

Guess again.                                                
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Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ROTHSCHILD SUICIDE       
Posted: July 17,1996  06:03:49
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: M COLLIER (NMKT29A)

Thanks for the news flash on the ruling elite. I'm guessing 
you supplement your reading with the right-wing weekly      
THE SPOTLIGHT. It sometimes has some good info. They're     
big on "The Bilderbergers", the Trilaterals, the Massad,    
and other conspiracies. Of course, there's more a than      
a little fire where there is smoke...                       
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Board: NEWS BB
Subject: ROTHSCHILD SUICIDE       
Posted: July 16,1996  18:07:24
To: ALL



From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

I guess the olde saying is true:"Money can't buy happiness."
It can buy politicians, it can buy intellectuals, and it can
even buy Capitalists, but it can never purchase personal    
fulfillment.  That has to be earned.                        
                                                            
Young Master Amschel Rothschild demonstrated that lesson    
last week.                                                  
                                                            
New York Times July 12, 1996:                               
"Amschel Rothschild, the man who many believed was in line  
to lead the Rothschild's family's legendary banking dynasty,
committed suicide this week, the company said today.        
"N.M.Rothschild & Sons, the privately held family bank,     
confirmed that the death was a suicide after two French     
newspapers reported that a chambermaid had found him hanged 
in his room at the Bristol Hotel in Paris on Monday.  But   
relatives of the 41-year-old Mr. Rothschild refused to give 
any details of his death, which was originally reported as  
having resulted from a heart attack.                        
                                                            
"Bankers in the City of London, the financial center where  
the bank is based, speculated only that he might have been  
unhappy about losses suffered at Rothschild Asset Manage-   
ment Ltd., the division he headed.                          
"Mr. Rothschild, who is a member of the sixth generation of 
the family, entered the family business in 1988, rising to  
chairman of Rothschild Asset Management in 1990.  Many      
experts said that put him in line to succeed Sir Evelyn     
(Rothschild), who is 64, as chairman of the entire bank.    
                                                            
"Financial experts in the City of London said that although 
the death of Amschel Rothschild would raise questions over  
succession, they did not believe that it would affect the   
performance of the Rothschild business."                    
                                                            
SUCCESSION?  They used the word "succession?"  Sounds to me 
like actual Royalty, what they still have in England.  Hmmm.
I guess that's what dynasty is, after all.(In a short time a
William, last of that name, repeating the original usurper, 
will take over the "throne" of the little country with the  
great-long-title.)                                          
                                                            
FAMILY BUSINESS?  They used the word "family business?"  I  
have a friend in Queens who could address that concept most 
colorfully.                                                 
                                                            
And who will take over Amschel's place in line?  Surely not 
his brother Lionel, described as a "gentleman farmer," which
in ruling class lingo can mean anything from "cheery eccent-



ric" to "raving lunatic."                                   
                                                            
THE GREAT AMERICAN QUESTION: Which Rockefeller wood we most 
like to see Tom Lantos address?                             
                                                            
Hope y'all had a happy Bastille Day!                        
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